Rejuvenation Space: Supporting Black Educators in antiBlack Institutions

Friday, 5/19
Home Plate

Dr. Micia Mosely, founder and executive director of the Black Teacher Project (BTP), will share methods and learnings from creating Rejuvenation Spaces. Based on the values of the Black Radical Tradition, of self-love, and of honoring the diversity of Blackness, rejuvenation spaces support collective well-being that lie outside of “professional” life for Black educators. Programs include comedy nights, meditation, massage, hikes with yoga, study groups with waffles, Elder Wisdom, and more.

Rejuvenation Spaces are inspired by the tradition of “stealing away”, when Black people must steal their own selves away from antiblack institutions that literally and figuratively “own” them.

This event will be conducted in a Happy Hour setting. It is open to all, and we especially welcome UCSD Black staff, graduate students, undergraduates and faculty to participate. Sponsored by the Black Studies Project at UCSD in collaboration with UC Consortium for Black Studies in California.

3:30-5pm
Home Plate Sports Cafe at RIMAC Annex